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Hello to all participants! Welcome to the Leiden Model United Nations. 
 

We are so happy to have you here and are proud of you for participating! These coming three days of LEMUN 
will be filled with a lot of talking and fun. You can find your day-to-day schedule on the LEMUN website under 
the programme of events!  
Today we’ll start with a first-timer workshop, followed by committees lobbying and in-sessions.  
Tomorrow, Saturday the 12th, will start off normal with talk sessions, then we’ll have a lunch all of us together, 
and then carry on with more talking! The day will end in something very special… the LEMUN party! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sunday the 13th will start off again normally, 
followed by a joint lunch and finished off with the 
closing ceremony. But that’s still a long way to go, 
let’s focus on now! 
We will be writing the LIME for you this LEMUN, 
one LIME every day, with a special large edition on 
Sunday! Of course, we would love to have your 
input on this. So, if you have any ideas, quotes, 
comments, anything, let us know! You can contact 
us on any socials (preferably Instagram: leidenmun 
on dm’s). We will also put a box on the 
registration/information desk in the hall, where you 
can write down your ideas or quotes on a piece of 
paper and put it into the box!  
 
We’ll also be taking pictures and videos this 
LEMUN. Feel free to say hi to anyone with a 
camera if you want a picture!  
 
We wish you all the best this LEMUN. Have fun 
and good luck! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fake News 
“This is fake, fake news!” “Social media posts are 
fake!” “Can we trust the media?” “Is this right?” 
 
These questions have been on the rise this past 
decade and will continue to stay on the horizon for 
years to come. The Internet is young, but news is 
old.  
Back in the day, you heard the latest news when 
talking to your neighbour or reading the paper. 
There was a trust that these sources were detailed, 
correct, and most importantly: true.  
Then the internet, mobile phones, and social media 
made their way into the world. Voices were heard 
from all over, one text could reach millions, news 
could be found all over the internet. This has 
brought us many advantages, but sadly also 
disadvantages, one of the biggest being Fake News.  
 
Instead of one big news channel, we now have 
many different sources. This makes checking of 
quality difficult. Not every text and tweet can be 
checked, which means not only truthful information 
is spread, but fake information too… 
 
The main theme of this LEMUN is FAKE NEWS. 
You will be talking about all aspects of fake news 
and many other difficult topics that we face in this 
society. We are lucky to have all of you here talking 
about these complex problems, good luck! 

LEMUN PARTY 
location: L.V.V.S Augustinus, Rapenburg 24, 
Leiden 
date: 12 november 
doors open: 21:00-22:00 
end time: 00:00 
theme: around the world!  
 

SOCIALS 
Instagram: leidenmun 
tiktok: leidenmun 
snapchat: Leidenmun 
twitter: leidenmun 
YouTube: Leidenmun 
website: lemun.org 
 

LIMErick 

On the eleventh of November  

There was this particular member  

They had a debate  

But it got quite late 

The rambling went on till December  

Edition 0, November 2022 



 
Housewarming  
Okay, we get it. This school building is really complicated. The classrooms make no sense, 
and it feels like a maze! At least it does at first glance but let me help you make it 
easier.  Let’s start off with the maze problem. How does our classroom system work?  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

The classrooms:  
We have 4 corridors. All of them have a letter, A-D.  
 
Then we have three levels in this building: The ground 
floor: 0, the first floor: 1, and the second floor: 2.  
 
In the corridors we simply start to count at the 
beginning of the corridor on the left: 1-4.  
 
To sum up, put all these three things together and you 
have the name for the classroom!  
 
(for instance: A02. A is the corridor on the left when 
looking at the big staircase. 0 means ground floor. 2 
means second classroom. There you go, A02!)  
 

Places to know: 
Okay so now we explained the classrooms. Then 
we have a little map for the other important 
places to know.  
All of them are on the ground floor. When you 
walk in you have the financial & info-desk on 
your left. The Coffee corner, housing desk & 
registration desk on your right. The large 
canteen area, where we have lunch is also in the 
middle right corridor C.  
 
We hope this makes it easier for you. Ask 
anyone if you’re not sure where to go. We’re 
here to help!  
 

* ‘Gang’ = corridor  
* When you come in you are in between 4 & 
5, looking at the staircase. A on your left.  
* The big staircase is in between corridor A-B, 
in between 1 & 2.  
* We eat in the large canteen area (big hall) in 
the C-corridor.  
 

Our school and city!  
Our school may sound boring, but trust me, this school is pretty cool.  
 
It is one of the oldest schools in the Netherlands, officially in 1838, but the first mention of it is in 1323. A lot 
of old famous people have sat in the exact same place you are right now! Maybe you know Willem van Oranje 
or Rembrandt van Rijn?  
 
Okay so maybe we have a cool school, but what about the city? Leiden too, is a very old, beautiful city. We 
prepared some fun facts about it on page 4! Hopefully they’ll help you feel a little warmer and welcome!  
 



Press team introduction 
We, the press team, will be writing the LIME’s for you the next three days! We 
want to give you a quick introduction of our press team! Feel free to walk up to us 
to chat, ask for a picture, or for an idea for the LIME! 
 
Let's start off with the writers of this edition. We are Hannah and Solveig and we are the head 
of the press team. We love writing, reading, and organizing stuff. We have assembled a team 
full of ambitious young writers & photographers, who will help us in the next couple of days. 
Our goal is to make great Limes you all can enjoy :)! 
 
 
Hey I’m Wiebe and I’m part of the 
press team. I hope you will enjoy 
LEMUN and of course the Lime! 
 
 
Hi, I’m Kiki, photographer and 
delegate at LEMUN 2022. I’m in 
my last year of school, thankfully. 
And I’m obsessed with Slaylor 
Swift.  
 
 
Heyhey, Stijn here, if you see  
someone walking through the 
school with hair in the shape of 
a bird nest on its head, that’s 
me! I’m really looking forward 
to being part of the press team 
and I will see you guys this 
weekend!! 
 
 
Hi, I’m Jacqueline, you can call 
me Jacq. I’m very excited to be 
part of the press team to help 
write the Lime for You! 
 
 
Heyy I’m Madelief, and I’m 
part of the press team this 
year for LEMUN! I really 
like writing and therefore I 
am super excited for this 
year’s LEMUN! Good luck 
to everyone and have fun :) 
 
 
Hi, I’m Jelle. I come from Leiden and 
my school is Stedelijk Gymnasium 
Leiden Socrates. It’s the second time 
I participate for the press team, and I 
enjoy it a lot! 

 
 
Hey! I’m Emilie and I’m sixteen years 
old. I like Frank Ocean, cats and 
kaassouflés. I’m very excited to be 
part of the press team this year, to 
help make the limes! 
 
 
My name is Mikołaj and I am 17 years old. For my 
hobbies I really enjoy riding a bike, playing video 
games and studying maths and 
physics. I am also a big pet lover, 
having 2 dogs, and a cat, and 
always being distracted when I 
see a domestic animal on a street 
walk by 
 
 
Hi:)  
My name is Oliwia and I’m 17 years old. 
Characteristic in my appearance are my curly hair 
and the fact that I am quite short. 
In my free time, I like to read 
books, cook or spend time with 
my loved ones. I drink orange 
juice in awfully large amounts on 
a daily basis. I also like 
collaborating with people. I'm 
sure we'll get along. 
 
 
Hi! My name is Tosia and I am a 17-year-old, third 
grade high school student from Toruń, Poland. I 
love singing and listening 
to soul music, as well as 
taking pictures and 
travelling. I have a 
passion for learning 
languages, my favourite 
are English and Spanish.

 
 



Feel good tips  
We warmed up a little to the school and city. You now know where to go in school, but what about the 
places to be? The places and ways to feel good? LEMUN can be quite stressful, so sometimes you just need a 
time out. Let me give you some inspiration.  

 
 
 

Fun facts? 
Now that we have welcomed you all 
to our beautiful school and city, we 
should tell you a bit more about it. Here are some 
fun facts about Leiden, but there is a twist… Two 
fun facts are FAKE, can you detect which one? 
 
Did you know one of the world’s most famous painters, Rembrandt van Rijn, was born in Leiden?  
 
Did you know Leiden used to be the capital of the Netherlands? 
 
Did you know our school has been around for 699 years? 
 
Did you know there are over 22,8 million bikes owned by dutchmen?  
 
Did you know Leiden has a house that is only 1,68 meters wide?  
 
Did you know Albert Einstein loved to visit Leiden and did some of his famous work here?  
 
Did you know Leiden has over 35 courtyards spread all over the old town center? 
 
Did you know the canals in Leiden are all together over 28 kilometers long? 
 
Did you know that Leiden is the third largest city of the Netherlands?  
 
Did you know we celebrate the Liberation of Leiden every year on 3 October? 

 
 Numbers 2 and 9 are fake! Are you a real critical thinker? 

 

Number one: Music. Okay not just music, music 
and places to sit in peace in the building. Just some 
spots with tables and chairs.  
- Number one, you can sit at the end of the C-
corridor. If you follow the corridor until the end, 
you’ll see a lot of computers and tables and chairs, 
perfect for a short break.  
- Number two, the first floor at B12. So, you walk 
up the staircase, turn right into the B-corridor and 
you’ll see loads of tables to sit on!  
- Number three, last one, the famous red bench. 
First floor, D-corridor, so up the staircase behind 
you on the right. And the most important while 
sitting here: MUSIC. A favourite song to help you 
clear your mind! (If you want a LEMUN music tip: 
Lemon boy – Cavetown).  
 

Number two: The famous lunch break walks 
around the school. So, if you feel like taking a 
break, just literally walk around the school, just 
follow the sidewalk! It takes max 10 minutes. 
Oh, and if you need something to eat, walk to 
the Dirk. It’s a supermarket all students walk to, 
takes about 15 minutes. Perfect to grab 
something to eat if you have about 40 minutes 
and don’t feel like the cafeteria at school!  
 

Number three: Poems. Yes, I mean poems.  
This is a very special tip for if you’re feeling 
poetic and aesthetic, and if you have enough time 
to wander through the city.  
So, if you have a long break, take some friends 
with you and go on a walk through Leiden (make 
sure you have Google Maps maybe?).  
While walking, be sure to look around you, in 
particular at the walls around you. Some walls in 
Leiden have something written on them, poems. 
These poems are spread around the city in a lot 
of different languages, but most of them are 
English. You can find the specific places on this 
website: https://muurgedichten.nl/nl/kaart or 
just type in “wall poems Leiden” and I’m sure 
you’ll manage!  
 


